
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   Setting up Contractual Rules across a Contract 

This quick reference guide runs through how to create contractual rules in Tide, including general rules, 

bespoke rules and location restrictions 
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Introduction  
 
Overview of Contractual Rules 
 

Tide captures a range of contractual rules relating to delegated authority contracts. Once a bordereaux reaches the status of approved, 
Tide automatically assesses whether any of these rules have been breached. Tide creates a breach record for each instance of a record 
breaching a contractual rule. 
 

If any breaches have been identified in the bordereau, Tide creates a breach record for each instance of a bordereau record breaching 
a contractual rule. 
 

This assessment takes place on a per-record level (risk, premium, or claim) and so does not apply to aggregate checks, such as whether 
the Gross Premium Income Limit has been breached; these can be assessed through reports. 
 

The following rules can be applied to a contract in Tide: 
 

 General Rules: A list of pre-defined rules that can be applied across a contract, consisting of the following: 
 

 Typical Policy Period 
 Maximum Policy Period 
 Days Policy Issued Post Inception 
 Maximum Advance Period for Inception Dates 
 Settlement Due Days 
 

Note that the above rules can be activated by setting parameters that will be assessed to identify breaches on any associated 
bordereaux. Note that when a contract is initially created, parameters are set to 0 by default, but can be updated to reflect the 
values that will be assessed. 
 

 Bespoke Rules: Bespoke rules are designed to offer more flexibility than general rules and support the more complex and 
varying structure and conditions of contractual rules across London Market insurance contracts. Bespoke rules can be applied 
across all sections of a contract or across specific sections of a contract. They can also be specifically applied to risk, claim or 
premium bordereaux datasets. 
 

 Location Restrictions: These can be applied across sections of a contract to assess whether the risk country/risk state or 
insured country/insured state are permissible. 
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General Rules  
 

Tide supports a set of general rules that can be applied 
across a contract. These rules can be activated by setting 
parameters that will be assessed to identify breaches on 
any associated bordereaux. 
 
1. Open the contract screen and click on the RULES tab: 

 

 

 
2. Click on the GENERAL tab to display the list available 

general rules – these include Typical Policy Period, 
Maximum Policy Period, Days Policy Issued Post 
Inception, Maximum Advance Period for Inception 
Dates and Settlement Due Days. Note that when a 
contract is created, parameters are set to 0 by default: 
 

 
 

3. Parameters can be updated to reflect the values that will 
be assessed – click the Edit button in top-right corner of 
the screen (as shown in Figure 1). 
 

4. Enter the rule parameters using the fields provided and 
click SAVE – refer to Figure 2.

Figure 1: General Rules screen – edit rules 

Figure 2: General Rules screen – enter rule parameters 
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Location Restrictions  
 

Contractual location restrictions can be applied to 
sections of a contract to assess whether the risk 
country/risk state or insured country/insured state are 
permissible. Tide will assess these restrictions after a 
bordereau has reached a status of approved and will 
generate breach records if they have not been adhered to. 
 
1. Click on the section of the contract for which the location 

restriction will be applied: 
 

 
 
2. Click on the LOCATION tab for the section: 

 

 

 
3. Click the Edit button in the top-right corner of the 

Location screen to enable the selection of territories on 
the screen – refer to Figure 3. 
 

Note that where location restrictions do not apply on a 
section, you are not required to complete this screen. 

  

Figure 3: Location screen – edit locations 

Location Restrictions 
 

The Location screen displays the official Lloyd’s country groupings, which allows territories to be selected at three 
levels: 
 

 Risk Located 

 Insured Domiciled 

 Territorial Limits 
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Location Restrictions (continued)  
 

4. Territories are grouped by the official Lloyd’s Country 
Groupings and can be expanded to display the 
associated Countries and States by clicking the 
expand/collapse buttons provided: 

 

 
 

5. Selections can be made by country group, restriction 
type (Risk Location, Insured Domiciled, Territorial 
Limits) or individually by using the tick boxes provided. 
Ticking the highest item in the group hierarchy will select 
all items below it: 

 

 In Figure 4, ticking United States of America will 
select all states in the US and all restriction types. 

 In Figure 5, clicking the Risk Located tick box for 
United States of America will apply the selection to 
all states in the US. 

 In addition, the All tick box at the top of the grid 
(shown below), allows for selections to be made to 
all country groupings: 

 

 
 

6. When you have set the location restrictions that apply to 
the section, click SAVE: 
 

   

Figure 4: Location screen – selecting locations by country group 

Copy location restrictions from Section 
 

When creating new sections of the contract, location restrictions from any section of the contract can be copied to 
the new section – click Edit on the Location screen of the new section and select Copy from Section: 
 

 

Figure 5: Location screen – selecting locations by restriction type (Risk Located) 
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Bespoke Rules  
 

Bespoke rules that apply to one or more sections of the 
contract can be created from the main RULES screen of 
the contract. If you are creating a rule that only applies to a 
specific section of the contract, it can also be created from 
the RULES screen on the applicable section. 
 

Creating a rule from the main contract Rules screen 
 

1. Click on the main RULES tab of the contract and ensure 
that the BESPOKE tab is selected – click ADD RULE to 
display the Add Rule screen (shown in Figure 6): 

 

 
 
Create a rule using the section Rules screen 
 

1. Open the section of the contract for which the rule will 
be applied by clicking on the section tab in the contract: 

 

 
 
2. Click on the RULES tab on the left of the section screen 

and click ADD RULE to display the Add Rule screen 
(shown in Figure 6): 

 

  

Figure 6: Add Rule screen 
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Bespoke Rules (continued)  
 

Creating the rule and setting up rule parameters 
 

1. Complete the Add Rule screen, ensuring that all 
mandatory fields have been captured: 

 

 Rule Name: Enter a meaningful name for the rule 
that is being created. Using a meaningful name 
ensures that the rule is easily identified on the 
section Rules screen. 

 

 Is this Rule Active? Click Yes to activate the rule 
once it has been saved. Click No if you would like to 
draft the rule and activate it at a later stage (or to 
deactivate a rule that no longer applies). 

 

 Is Limit? Click Yes if the rule is a contract limit. 
 

 Currency: Use the drop-down list provided to select 
the currency that will be applied to financial fields that 
will be set as conditions for the rule. If any financial 
fields being assessed by the rule are of a different 
currency, Tide will convert them using the rate of 
exchange for the associated reporting period, before 
assessing them against the rule: 

 

 
 

 ROE Tolerance: Enter a percentage tolerance to be 
applied to those financial fields of a different currency 
that will be converted. Setting a tolerance allows 
converted values to vary by the percentage value 
entered.  

Figure 7: Add Rule screen – setting rule parameters 
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Bespoke Rules (continued)  
 

 Rule Type: For contract rules, the rule type will be 
set to Contract by default and cannot be updated. 

 

 Dataset: Select the type of bordereaux that the rule 
will be applied to – for example, risk bordereaux, 
premium bordereaux or claim bordereaux. Note that 
only datasets that have Reporting Channels set up 
will be available for selection. The dataset selected 
here will drive the list of available fields that can be 
used to set up the conditions for the rule. 

 

 
 

 Application Condition: The selection here 
determines whether a rule is considered to be 
breached if the rule conditions are met or are not met 
(i.e. is Tide checking for records that do or do not 
meet the set conditions). Consider the condition 
OPERATOR when selecting the Application 
Condition: 

 

 
  

Figure 8: Add Rule screen – setting rule parameters 

Applicable Section Field 
 

 The Applicable Section field will be blank if launching the Add Rule screen from the main Rules screen of 

the contract (allowing you to select the section(s) of the contract the rule will be applied to): 
 

 
 

 If launching the Add Rule screen from a specific section, note that the section description will be displayed in 
the Applicable Section field. 
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Bespoke Rules (continued)  
 

Adding Rule Conditions 
 

Use the bottom section of the Add Rule screen to add the 
condition(s) that are to be validated as part of the rule. Note 
that one or many conditions can be set up for your rule. 
 

1. Click ADD RULE CONDITION – note that the condition 
fields will now be available for editing (refer to Figure 9): 

 

 FIELD NAME: Select the field that the condition will 
be applied to – note that the list of fields available will 
be driven from the dataset that has been selected 
(i.e. if Risk has been selected, only those Tide fields 
associated to Risk bordereaux will be available). 

 

 OPERATOR: Operators are used to evaluate a 
condition (e.g. greater than, less than, equal to, 
equal to or less than). Select an operator to apply to 
the field that has been selected on the previous step 
– the OPERATOR should be set in conjunction with 
the Application Condition. 

 

 APPLIED TO: Select whether the field name and 
operator selected in the previous steps will be 
compared to a specific value (select Value from the 
drop-down list) or to another field (select Field from 
the drop-down list). 

 

 ENTRY/SELECTION: Based on your selection in the 
APPLIED TO field, enter the value to be compared 
or select a field from the drop-down list provided. 

 

2. Click  to set the condition. Once the condition has 

been set, you can: 
 

 Update it by clicking , or; 

 Delete it by clicking  

 
3. Click SAVE when all of the rule parameters and 

conditions have been set. 

  

Figure 9: Add Rule screen – add rule conditions 

Multiple Rule Conditions 
 

 There may be scenarios where more than one condition will need to be applied to a rule – click ADD RULE 
CONDITION to add another condition. 

 

 METHOD: Select an operator from the drop-down list provided: 
 

 
 

 Use the arrow buttons ( |  ) to set the order in which conditions should be tested – select a condition, can 
be updated by using the up/down arrows provided: 

 

 

When multiple conditions are added to a rule, the 

METHOD drop-down list will be displayed, prompting you 

to select an AND/OR operator. The selected operator will 

determine whether both conditions need to be met (i.e. 

Condition A AND Condition B) or either of the conditions 

need to be met (i.e. Condition A OR Condition B). 
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Bespoke Rules (continued)  

 

Editing a Rule 
 

The section Rules screen displays the list of bespoke 
rules that have been created for that section. The name of 
each rule is displayed alongside a summary of the 
conditions that have been set and details of the individual 
that has created the rule. 
 

1. Click the EDIT button for the rule that you would like to 
update: 

 

 
 
2. The Edit Rule screen will be displayed. Update the rule 

parameters and conditions as required and click SAVE 
CHANGES: 

 

 
 
3. Note that changes made to contract rules will trigger the 

Contract Endorsement screen. Complete the fields on 
the screen as required and click SAVE (refer to Figure 
10 and the adjacent Contract Endorsement note)  

Figure 10: Contract Endorsement screen 

Contract Endorsement 
 

 Do you wish to make changes to any other areas of the Contract as part of the endorsement? 

Click Yes if you would like to make further changes to the contract as part of the endorsement – this will set the 
status of the endorsement to Draft, to allow further changes to be made to the contract. Note that the status will 
need to be updated to Signed before bordereaux can be submitted and processed against the contract. 
 

 Is this change the result of a previously incorrect entry of the Contract, rather than a change to the 
Contract? 

Click Yes if you are applying a correction to the contract – note that a Yes/No indicator will be applied against 
this version of the contract on the contract Versions screen. 
 

 What is the Effective Date of Endorsement? 
Select a date using the calendar icon provided. 
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Reviewing and Managing Breaches 
 

Once a bordereaux reaches the status of approved, Tide 
automatically assesses whether any location restrictions, 
general rules or bespoke rules have been breached. 
 

Tide creates a breach record for each instance of a record 
breaching a contractual rule and presents it under the 
RULES tab on the contract screen. 
 

1. Click the RULES tab on the contract – note that where 
breaches have been identified on the contract, a 

warning icon ( ) will be displayed to the right of the 
Rules tab, as shown below: 

 

 
 

2. Click the BREACHES tab: 
 

 
 

3. Click the Rules drop-down list – any contractual rules 
that have been breached will be displayed alongside the 
total number of breaches that have been identified: 

 

 
 

4. To view each of the identified breached records, select 
the rule from the drop-down list. An example of the 
Breaches screen is shown in Figure 11.  

Figure 11: Breaches screen 

Breaches Screen 
 

 

 

Select the breached rule from the drop-down list provided to review the individual breached records that have been 
identified. 

 

 

Breach Reference: A system generated reference number to identify each individual breach that has been 
identified. 

 

 
Risk Reference: Displays the risk reference for the breached risk record. 

 

 

Breach Status: Breached records inherit a status of UNCONFIRMED. The lead insurer of the affected section can 
update the status of a breach to reflect whether it is a genuine breach, a pre-agreed arrangement or an accepted 
arrangement – refer to the Updating the Breach Status section of this guide for more information. 

 

 
Use the horizontal scroll bar to review additional information such as the date created and other breach criteria. 

 

1

2

3

4

5
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Updating the Breach Status 
 

The lead insurer of the section of the contract where the 
breach has been identified should review each individual 
breached record that has been identified and update its 
status accordingly. To update the status of a breach: 
 

1. Click the UNCONFIRMED status button for the breach 
that you would like to update: 

 

 
 

2. The Breach Status dialogue box will be displayed: 
 

 Breach Status: Select the update status from the 
drop-down list provided: 
 

 
 

 Comments: Enter a comment to support the status 
update – note that comments are mandatory: 

 

 
 

 Click SAVE. 
 

3. Once saved, the record is displayed on the Breaches 
screen with its updated status (refer to Figure 12). Note 
that updated records will no longer be counted, but will 
continue to be displayed under the Breaches screen. 

 

4. Further updates to the status of a record can be made if 
required – note that each time the status is updated, a 
new version of the breached record is created. Expand 
the Breach Reference to review any available versions 
(refer to Figure 13) and associated comments. 

Figure 12: Breaches screen – updated breach 

Figure 13: Breaches screen – review versions 

Re-assessment of breaches 
 

Breaches are re-assessed when contract rules are updated or created after bordereaux have been processed. The re-assessment 
period is dependent on the Effective Date of the contract endorsement compared to the Risk Inception Date for Risk or Premium 
records, or the Date of Loss (From) for Claims records. For example, if a contract endorsement effective date is 01/05/2018, then 
only risks that have a risk inception date on or after that date will be assessed on the basis of the updated or new contract rule. 
 

View Archived 
 

Where a breached record has been reversed (for example, the triggering rule has been updated/deleted or Tide has received 
and processed an updated version of the bordereau record), Tide will archive the record. Archived breaches can be viewed by 
clicking the View Archived button: 
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  For more information on Delegated Data Manager – contact: dasats.servicedesk@limoss.london 

The following training aids are also available for you to access on-demand: 
 
Tide Knowledge Base 
 

A knowledge base containing a library of help articles: 
 

 Accessible via the Help icon in the main navigation in Tide 

 Articles are grouped by category 

 Context-driven help is also available by clicking  on the various system screens 

 
 
Useful Contacts 
 

For technical support contact the Service Desk: 
 

 UK: + 44 (0) 800 024 6089 

 Belgium: + 32 (0) 800  16246 

 USA: +1 8333 457 984 

 Service Desk Portal – accessible via the Knowledge Base 
 

For more information on self-service reporting and data extraction from Tide, contact 
dasats.servicedesk@limoss.london 

 
 
LIMOSS Website 
 

 Slide decks running through the background to the Delegated Data Manager initiative 

 Quick reference guides, covering steps in the delegated authority process in Tide 

 Self-led video tutorials, focussing on each of the system elements 

 Adoption tools 
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